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Stem Cell EthicsStem Cell Ethics

Adult stem cellsAdult stem cells
PluripotentPluripotent stem cellsstem cells
Embryonic stem cellsEmbryonic stem cells

current methods require embryo destructioncurrent methods require embryo destruction
‘spare’ embryos from IVF‘spare’ embryos from IVF
embryos cloned for their stem cellsembryos cloned for their stem cells



Language gamesLanguage games
“The idea of a little cluster of stem cells 
being a person … makes no sense at all.” 
(Daniel C. Maguire, moral theologian, 
Irish Times 27 May 2005)

“The preembryo refers to an entity in a 
stage of development that begins after 
fertilization and ends approximately 
14 days later.” 
(American College of Obstetricians and 
Gynecologists, Preembryo Research)

“nuclear transfer constructs” 
(W. S. Kwang et al 
Science 2005;308:1777-83)



‘Your world was shaped in the first 24 hours 
after conception. Where your head and feet 
would sprout, and which side would form your 
back and which your belly, were being defined in 
the minutes and hours after sperm and egg 
united. Just five years ago, this statement would 
have been heresy … What is clear is that 
developmental biologists will no longer dismiss 
early mammalian embryos as featureless 
bundles of cells.’
Pearson, Nature 2002;418:14-15



‘‘Spare’ embryosSpare’ embryos

Left over?Left over?
Unnecessary?Unnecessary?
Waste?Waste?
Tries to avoid the central ethical question.Tries to avoid the central ethical question.
The only reason they are ‘spare’ is The only reason they are ‘spare’ is 
because those who brought them into because those who brought them into 
being have decided they don’t want them being have decided they don’t want them 
anymore.anymore.



“regenerative medicine” 
(Irish Commission on Assisted 
Human Reproduction, 2005)

“reprogramming of a somatic cell by 
nuclear transfer” 
(Cibelli et al, Journal of Regenerative 
Medicine 2001;2:25)

“mining stem cells”
(USA Today, Education Online)

We’re “making human cellular life, 
not a human life.”
(Dr. Michael West, CEO of ACT, a 
biotechnology company)

“Please don’t call it cloning!”
(Vogelstein et al, Science
2002;295:1237)



What’s going on?What’s going on?

The power of languageThe power of language
to hideto hide

oror
to clarifyto clarify

Jockeying for burden of proof.Jockeying for burden of proof.
Currently accepted:Currently accepted:

Medical research has ethical limitsMedical research has ethical limits
Cloning humans is ethically problematicCloning humans is ethically problematic



How do we decide?How do we decide?

1. Weighing benefits versus costs.1. Weighing benefits versus costs.
2. Human life has intrinsic value and is not 2. Human life has intrinsic value and is not 
to be weighed in any balance. to be weighed in any balance. 



United Nations banUnited Nations ban

Calls on nations to ban all forms of human Calls on nations to ban all forms of human 
cloning, including to produce stem cells:cloning, including to produce stem cells:
‘inasmuch as they are incompatible with human 
dignity and the protection of human life.’
Also calls on States to ‘take into account the 
pressing global issues such as HIV/AIDS, 
tuberculosis and malaria, which affect in 
particular the developing countries.’



Life expectancy for males, 2003Life expectancy for males, 2003

www.who.int/whr/maps/en/index.html

Japan, 82.3 years
Hong Kong, 81.9 yrs
Iceland, 81.5 years

Zambia, 40.5 years
Sierra Leone, 40.7 years
Zimbabwe, 40.9 years



10/90 Gap10/90 Gap

Roughly 90% of health research funding Roughly 90% of health research funding 
addressing the diseases of 10% of the addressing the diseases of 10% of the 
world’s population.world’s population.
21% of the global disease burden arises 21% of the global disease burden arises 
from: malaria, pneumonia, from: malaria, pneumonia, diarrheadiarrhea, TB, TB
Those diseases receive 0.3% of all public Those diseases receive 0.3% of all public 
and private health research funding.and private health research funding.



•• 21% of the global disease burden 21% of the global disease burden 
arises from: pneumonia, arises from: pneumonia, diarrheadiarrhea, , 
malaria and TB.malaria and TB.

•• These diseases receive 0.3% of all These diseases receive 0.3% of all 
public and private health research public and private health research 
funding.funding.

•• The 10/90 GapThe 10/90 Gap
Global Forum for Health Research Report 2004



‘‘If citizens in the affluent countries were If citizens in the affluent countries were 
minimally decent and humane, they would minimally decent and humane, they would 
respond to these appeals and would do respond to these appeals and would do 
their bit to eradicate world poverty. … their bit to eradicate world poverty. … 
and, seeing how cheaply this can be done, and, seeing how cheaply this can be done, 
we surely have positive duties to do so.’we surely have positive duties to do so.’

Thomas Thomas PoggePogge, 2005b, p. 35 , 2005b, p. 35 



egalitarian universalism emancipation
ideas of freedom autonomy 
social solidarity conscience
human rights democracy
‘… [are] the direct heir to the Judaic ethic 
of justice and the Christian ethic of love… 
To this day, there is no alternative to it... 
we continue to draw on the substance of 
this heritage. Everything else is just idle 
postmodern talk.’

JürgenJürgen HabermasHabermas, atheist philosopher, atheist philosopher
Time of Transitions, 2006, p. 150-1



‘‘Today the doctrines [of Christianity] are no longer Today the doctrines [of Christianity] are no longer 
generally accepted, but the ethical attitudes to generally accepted, but the ethical attitudes to 
which they gave rise fit in with the deepwhich they gave rise fit in with the deep--seated seated 
Western belief in the uniqueness and special Western belief in the uniqueness and special 
privileges of our species, and have survived. privileges of our species, and have survived. 
Now that we are reassessing our Now that we are reassessing our speciesistspeciesist view view 
of nature, however, it is also time to reassess of nature, however, it is also time to reassess 
our belief in the sanctity of the lives of members our belief in the sanctity of the lives of members 
of our species.of our species.’’

Singer, Singer, Practical EthicsPractical Ethics, 89, 89



‘‘The traditional western ethic has The traditional western ethic has 
collapsed. . . . Thousands of years of lipcollapsed. . . . Thousands of years of lip--
service to the Christian ethic have not service to the Christian ethic have not 
succeeded in suppressing entirely the succeeded in suppressing entirely the 
earlier ethical attitude that newborn earlier ethical attitude that newborn 
infants, especially if unwanted, are not yet infants, especially if unwanted, are not yet 
full members of the moral community.’full members of the moral community.’
Peter Singer, Peter Singer, Rethinking Life & DeathRethinking Life & Death, p. 1, p. 1



The notion of human nonThe notion of human non--persons is persons is 
always used always used ……
‘‘as a permissive notion that takes the as a permissive notion that takes the 
moral heat off certain quandaries raised moral heat off certain quandaries raised 
by modern medicine.by modern medicine.’’

Stanley Stanley HauerwasHauerwas,,
Truthfulness and TragedyTruthfulness and Tragedy, p.128, p.128



The Issue of PersonhoodThe Issue of Personhood
conceptionconception
implantation (5implantation (5--8 days)8 days)
quickening (14quickening (14--20 weeks)20 weeks)
viability (20 weeks)viability (20 weeks)
birthbirth
consciousnessconsciousness
acceptance by society acceptance by society 

Assigned
by 
arbitrary 
social 
decision?



Joseph Fletcher’s ProposalJoseph Fletcher’s Proposal
I. Subjectivity or SelfI. Subjectivity or Self--awarenessawareness
II. Some potential for human II. Some potential for human 
relationshipsrelationships
III. Capable of being happyIII. Capable of being happy
IV. Neocortical functionIV. Neocortical function

Hastings Center Report 4 (December 1972): 4-7

“Neocortical function is the key to humanness, 
the essential trait, the human sine qua non” (p. 6).



‘…‘… human beings or other entities can only human beings or other entities can only 
aspire to being approximations of the ideal aspire to being approximations of the ideal 
[person], and there can be no way to set [person], and there can be no way to set 
a a ““passing gradepassing grade”” that is not arbitrarythat is not arbitrary..’’

Daniel Dennett, Daniel Dennett, BrainstormsBrainstorms, p. 285, p. 285



Who is a Person?Who is a Person?

A. Does having certain attributes make A. Does having certain attributes make 
someone a human person to be someone a human person to be 

protected?protected?



Who is a Person?Who is a Person?

A. Does having certain attributes make A. Does having certain attributes make 
someone a human person to be someone a human person to be 

protected?protected?
OROR

B. Does being a person give someone B. Does being a person give someone 
certain attributes and responsibilities certain attributes and responsibilities 
towards others who may be human towards others who may be human 

persons?persons?



The Good Samaritan The Good Samaritan 
‘‘And who is my neighbor?’And who is my neighbor?’



‘‘Which of these three do you think was Which of these three do you think was 
a neighbor to the man who fell into the a neighbor to the man who fell into the 
hands of robbers?’hands of robbers?’
The expert in the law replied, ‘The one The expert in the law replied, ‘The one 
who had mercy on him.’who had mercy on him.’
Jesus told him, ‘Go and do likewise.’Jesus told him, ‘Go and do likewise.’



Merit v. GraceMerit v. Grace

Rather than asking what it takes to Rather than asking what it takes to earnearn
the right to be viewed as a person. . . the right to be viewed as a person. . . 
we should see personhood as a privilege we should see personhood as a privilege 
giftedgifted to all humans…to all humans…
and a privilege that brings responsibilities and a privilege that brings responsibilities 
as to how we should act.as to how we should act.



‘‘Giftedness of lifeGiftedness of life’’
Our life originated out of our control.Our life originated out of our control.
Leads to gratitude and humility.Leads to gratitude and humility.
‘‘If our genetic endowments are gifts, for If our genetic endowments are gifts, for 
which we can claim credit, it is a mistake and which we can claim credit, it is a mistake and 
a conceit to assume that we are entitled to a conceit to assume that we are entitled to 
the full measure of the bounty they reap in a the full measure of the bounty they reap in a 
market economy. We therefore have an market economy. We therefore have an 
obligation to share this bounty with those obligation to share this bounty with those 
who, through no fault of their own, lack who, through no fault of their own, lack 
comparable gifts.comparable gifts.’’ Michael Michael SandelSandel, , 

The Case Against PerfectionThe Case Against Perfection, p. 91 , p. 91 



Merit and performanceMerit and performance

‘‘We can grade embryos. We can do We can grade embryos. We can do 
genetic screening. We can do quality genetic screening. We can do quality 
control.’control.’

Dr. Dr. Panayiotis Panayiotis ZavosZavos,,
infertility expertinfertility expert



The Diving Bell & the ButterflyThe Diving Bell & the Butterfly
‘‘Did you know that Did you know that 
BaubyBauby is now a total is now a total 
vegetable?vegetable?’’ said one. said one. 
Henceforth I belonged Henceforth I belonged 
on a vegetable stall on a vegetable stall 
and not to the human and not to the human 
race. race. …… I would have I would have 
to rely on myself if I to rely on myself if I 
wanted to prove that wanted to prove that 
my IQ was still higher my IQ was still higher 
than a turnipthan a turnip’’s.s.



InconsistencyInconsistency

Moral rights are intrinsic, not dependant on:Moral rights are intrinsic, not dependant on:
locationlocation
abilitiesabilities
dependencydependency
sparenessspareness
others’ view of our worthothers’ view of our worth



How will it effect us How will it effect us ‘‘to look upon nascent to look upon nascent 
human life as a natural resource to be mined, human life as a natural resource to be mined, 
exploited, exploited, commodifiedcommodified. The little embryos are . The little embryos are 
merely destroyed, but wemerely destroyed, but we——their userstheir users——are at are at 
risk of corruption. We are desensitized and risk of corruption. We are desensitized and 
denatured by a coarsening of sensibility that denatured by a coarsening of sensibility that 
comes to regard these practices as natural, comes to regard these practices as natural, 
ordinary and fully unproblematic. People who ordinary and fully unproblematic. People who 
can hold nascent human life in their hands coolly can hold nascent human life in their hands coolly 
and without awe have deadened something in and without awe have deadened something in 
their souls.their souls.’’

Leon Leon KassKass, , Life, Liberty Life, Liberty 
& the Defense of Dignity& the Defense of Dignity, p. 10, p. 10











ConclusionConclusion

A thinkerA thinker’’s position on the moral status of s position on the moral status of 
human life is profoundly influenced by his human life is profoundly influenced by his 
or her or her antecedentlyantecedently held moral values. held moral values. 
That is, oneThat is, one’’s view of a human and what s view of a human and what 
one selectsone selects——or inheritsor inherits——as criteria for as criteria for 
determining the presence of moral status determining the presence of moral status 
is largely determined by is largely determined by preexistingpreexisting
personal, religious, or philosophical views.personal, religious, or philosophical views.

JW Walters, JW Walters, What is a Person?What is a Person? p. 24p. 24



Comments? Comments? 
Questions?Questions?

Dónal O’Mathúna
donal.omathuna@dcu.ie
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